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Muhammad Ali
He THe THe THe THe Touched Millions & Magic Touched Millions & Magic Touched Millions & Magic Touched Millions & Magic Touched Millions & Magic Too!oo!oo!oo!oo!

Muhammad Ali was a remarkable man� George Foreman said it best when he
stated, when people tell him that Ali was a great boxer � it upsets him � because
Ali was so much more than just a boxer.  Yes he was at times controversial, as
many a man who holds strong convictions are. Yet despite that, he had an incredible
ability to connect with people across all cultures, ethnicities, in a macro world-wide
fashion.  He was a true phenomenon.  He was an incredible case study in
showmanship. He was charisma defined.

Ali had many passions, some of which were quite interestingly paradoxical, such
as boxing and poetry for example.  Magic was definitely one of those passions.
He remained loyal to it for many years. One way was having his own personal
magician � Terry Lasorda � who remains active in magic to this day.  Terry recently
published his personal story which is featured on www.vox.com, titled: Muhammad
Ali had a personal magician � this is his tale by Melissa Bell.

Ali studied under some of the masters
in our art (including but not limited to),
Richard Ross and Syldini. The
greatest personal memories of the
Stevens Family is when we invited him
to attend the Desert Magic Seminar in
Las Vegas in 1982.  Ali was enthralled
with the event, as possibly for the first
time, he was able to spend time with
fellow magicians from all over the world.
He had an insatiable appetite at the
Seminar.

Martha Stevens recalls: In 1982, I was sitting
with Muhammad Ali at the Desert Magic
Seminar, which featured �Petrik and Mia.�
The act included appearing crystal balls, and
every time they would produce one,
Muhammad would scream - �I don�t believe
it!� �How did you do that?� �Where are
they coming from?�  Then finally Ali yelled
out loud, �If you do that one more time,

I�m coming up there on that stage and I�m gonna find out what�s
goin on!�  That is one of many great memories from the Desert Magic Seminars.

Muhammad embracing the art of magic, had a net gain effect for magic.  But just
as George Foreman stated Ali was so much more than a boxer, such is also true
about his love for magic. To fully appreciate the impact of Muhammad Ali, one
must look at his entire life�s picture.

By Mark Stevens

http://www.vox.com
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New Exclusive From Gimpy
Mini Cube A Libre &
Bewildering Blocks

Combo
Finally, a Cube A Libre for everyone. For
years we have been asked to create a practical
and less expensive version of this effect that
anybody can use. In the past, Cube A Libres
have been big, expensive and complicated.
The large blocks are sized for stage and are
just bigger than many need, plus the large
blocks are too big for smaller hands.

In this new version, the mini, 2 inch blocks
are perfect for performing from 5 to 50-plus
feet. Their small size also makes it a breeze

to carry, handle and set up. With only four blocks per stack, the routines are much
easier to remember and the blocks stack effortlessly. You can do almost any Cube
A Libre routine out there with this set, but we are including our original Cube A
Libre routine as well as a routine for the Bewildering Blocks which uses only four
of the blocks for a streamlined version of this baffling effect. So you get two
effects in one!

EFFECT 1: Cube a Libre. Two stacks of blocks, fully inspectable, each stack of
blocks is numbered one through four. Rearrange the blocks from one stack, place
the column over the second stack for a split second and when the column is removed,
the number order of the second stack matches the first exactly.  The performer
puts it through its paces by turning the blocks sideways, backwards, upside down�
but the second stack of blocks always matches the first. For a finale, the spectator
chooses whichever way they would like the blocks to be stacked.

EFFECT 2: Bewildering Blocks. One stack of cubes is re-stacked in several
combinations, but instantly returns to original order when the tube is removed. For
the final phase, the blocks all end up turned upside
down. Very easy to learn and perform.

What You Get�Eight hardwood blocks that are
sanded, painted multiple coats and covered on all
sides with our indestructible vinyl decals.  One
walnut tube finished in the old-style way that
Gimpy�s is known for. The mechanism is self-
contained, easy to use, and there is no hole to
worry about being seen.  Four gimmicks that are
precision made, velvet lined and handle like a
dream. Built to last.

$295
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Gimpy Exclusives!

Mighty Mini Chest
Don�t let the size fool you! A mere 6.5 x 6.5 x
4.5 inches, this little jewel has just as much
weight as full-size boxes. This light heavy chest
is made of cabinet-grade oak plywood and
trimmed in solid oak and solid brass veneer.

This box will not wiggle between reset or when
it is being lifted. It sits solid and totally silent.
But that�s not all! This box comes with one
extra surprise. When the spectator tries to lift
the box�Surprise! The handle comes right off in their hand! (This was an addition
suggested as a comedy effect by Award-Winning Magician, Christopher Lyle.)
No harm done, just have them try to lift it by the sides�it won�t even budge! The
handle is held by magnets that adhere to a piece of steel built into the surface of
the lid, so you can use the chest with or without the handle, and the box still looks
great.

This miracle can be performed on a table, floor, bar, counter top! Invite
a spectator up to �pick up the chest.� They cannot! Invite a small child or lady up.
They CAN pick it up! Self Working�Easy to do! No Remotes! No Harness!
No Stooges! No Magnets! Can be performed surrounded! Use any
spectator! A marvelous piece of magic and the BEST of ALL similar effects!

$295

Lighter Light Heavy Chest
You asked for it and here it is!  A Light Heavy
Box that provides a double deception!  How could
an ordinary cardboard box�a cardboard box you
could normally pick up with your left pinky�be
impossible for the spectator to lift?  After all, it�s
only a cardboard box!

One deception is the use of a common everyday
item that could be found in any house, building or
street corner.  Another deception is in how light
this common item normally is.  It looks, feels and
smells like a normal cardboard box�the sides even

bend in response to the spectator�s hands�but it is definitely NOT normal.  Even
though it looks like a cardboard box, it has the meticulous detail to construction
and the smooth, silent operating gimmick that Gimpy�s light heavy chests are
known for, plus YOU CAN SHOW THE INSIDE OF THE BOX!

This can all be repeated several times. The effect is that the audience is convinced
that the box is never heavy and that the spectator must be under a trance.  Box
size is 9 x 9 x 9 inches and includes instructions with a hilarious original routine.

$295

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mighty-mini-chest-gimpy/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lighter-light-heavy-chest-gimpy/
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Pete Biro Exclusives
Tweezers
Available Again!

Ken Brooke�s genius shines with his version of the
three shell game with a creative idea on using
copper caps and the Perfect Pea.  (You know the
hustle and how it goes.)  But Ken�s routine has a
�killer� ending that smashes any and all who have
seen the original three shell game with walnut shells!

Performer starts with two caps and then introduces
extra caps through the routine, and always the
spectator cannot find the darn pea!  At the end,

the last cap is so TINY that you have to use TWEEZERS to remove the pea!  You
end up with 10 CAPS as a finale!  SPECIAL TIPS�By Pete Biro and Dean Dill.

Custom copper crafted caps, perfect peas, PLUS a working close-up mat and 24-
pages of instructions PLUS a DVD of performance and explanations.  Extra loading
chamber.  As EASY to do as the three shell game.

Don�t Miss This One...$125

Ken�s Comedy Rope Trick
Good comedy tricks are hard to come by, but here is one
that is a surefire laughter raiser every time!

Ideal for stage, parlor, compere and kids.  We won�t tell
you the whole routine, but after a series of gags with the
rope, the magician ties a slip knot in the rope and slides
the knot to one end of the rope.  Explaining that if the
knot slips one way, it should slip the other way.  WATCH�
slowly the knot climbs up the rope to the waiting hand
which catches the knot.

A laugh every time with
the added bonus of it
appearing magical.
Precision apparatus for
surefire working every
time.  Even if you do not
normally use comedy
tricks, don�t miss out on
Ken�s Comedy Rope
Trick.  Comes complete
with rope and two reels
(1 extra just in case).

$45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tweezers-ken-brooke-biro/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-comedy-rope-trick-ken-brooke/
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Nick Lewin Presents...
Ultimate Coin In
Vanishing Bottle
A Classic Trick With A

Vanishing Twist!!
The Ultimate Coin in Vanishing
Bottle has been a signature effect
and secret weapon in Nick Lewin�s
professional show for several
decades. In this show-stopping
routine, Nick manipulates sight,
sound and audience response to
create the ultimate version of this
venerable classic.

This initial release is limited to 50
sets that contain everything needed

to present this effect exactly as Nick performs it. The limited edition includes
a special certificate that grants full television performance rights
to the purchaser. These rights are non transferable. This routine is
perfect for a stunning TV set.

The powerful and original new finale results in four separate escalating rounds of
applause that truly takes this effect to another level of impact. This routine is great
and original entertainment for corporate, nightclub and stage performers.  It could
well become the most talked about trick in your repertoire.

Comes complete with the following...
� Performance/Instruction Notes from Nick.  � Full script.  � DVD with two sets
of live performance: Theater and nightclub, plus full demonstration.  � Folding
Kennedy Half Dollar with matching coin.  � Extra bands for the Folding Kennedy
Half Dollar.  � Customized Glass Coca Cola Bottle in a Koozie.  � Customized
Nielsen Vanishing Bottle.  � Certificate for Television Performance Rights.

The DVD is a virtual masterclass in
performing. Every detail needed to
master this effect is explained in detail
making it �performance ready� for
any magician. This footage will
NOT be made available on our
website or any social media out
of fairness to our purchasers.

$300

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-coin-in-vanishing-bottle-nick-lewin/
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More From Nick Lewin
Ultimate Color
Changing Silks

Nick�s Ultimate Color
Changing Silks is great magic,
strong comedy and a series of
surprises that capture an
audience's attention. In three
minutes, Nick can entertain and
subtly train the audience to
respond in exactly the manner he
wants them to. Best of all, this is
done while making constant eye
contract with the entire audience.

A sure-fire routine packed with surprises, it is guaranteed to get big laughs and
applause. Perfect for any audience.  Nick has opened his shows with this routine
for three decades. Learn to present the effect exactly as he presents it in the
performance footage.  A classic trick that really connects with audiences.

The DVD teaches every word, nuance and detail needed to allow you to add this
routine easily and quickly into your show.

This trick has everything needed to make it a powerful audience favorite. Comes
with: custom dye tube, red 18 inch silk, yellow 18 inch silk, DVD, magnet,
script & notes on this amazing trick!

$125

Ultimate Microphone
Holder 2.1

The very best hands-free microphone holder in the
market, with a subtle difference in design that moves
it head and shoulders above similar designs available
for purchase.

Whether you use it every show or just carry it with
you so that you are never caught off guard when
your cordless head set microphone gives out (as
they all eventually do), this is a vital piece of
equipment to own.

This is the perfect microphone holder for any
performer.  It is strong and sturdy, unobtrusive,
and minimalistic in design.  Comes in its own fabric
bag for storage.

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-color-changing-silks-nick-lewin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-microphone-holder-2-1/
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Nick Lewin Presents...

Ultimate Gypsy Yarn
If you are looking for powerful effects to add to your show that fits flat in your top
pocket�this is it! The ultimate close up and parlor effect that is a guaranteed to be
an audience pleaser!  This is Nick�s routine that is 100% practical and audience
tested, and is why it continues to remain one of his signature effects after 35 years!

Nick�s routine combines strong visual magic with an emotional storyline that really
packs a punch with real life audiences. This deluxe professional routine comes
with everything you need to perform the effect. Two specially made gimmicks,
a CD with custom royalty free music tracks, thread, all the tools needed to prepare/
perform the trick, a full script and the DVD that allows you to master every aspect
of the routine and add it to your show. The DVD supplied with this package allows
you to add a masterpiece to your act without the 30 plus years of learning curve it
took Nick to perfect it. The video footage supplied with this package contains
detailed instructions for both preparing and performing the ultimate version of this
classic effect. Every detail and nuance of the routine is covered in this DVD and it
is a virtual master class on performing this classic effect for an audience ranging
from 5 to 500 people.

Important Note: This is NOT the standard handling of the Hindu Thread as
detailed and repackaged by so many other performers. It has been re-thought and
re-designed to maximize the impact while ensuring the effect is completely foolproof
and visually effective in keeping the audience�s attention where it belongs�on the
thread. The routine is the centerpiece of every show that Nick performs and contains
many innovations and subtleties that will delight the discriminating performer.

Worth Every Penny!          $149

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-gypsy-yarn-nick-lewin/
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More From Nick Lewin
Six Card Déjà Vu

The classic six card repeat done in a
professional and entertaining way!

Fits into your pocket and is always ready to
perform.  The routine has been updated with a
twist that adds a huge punch to the effect.

The perfect effect to open or close any show
and will work at any point in between.

Nick regularly closes his second show with
this exact routine!

Everything needed to perform this routine is
supplied, including a detailed DVD!  Thirty years

of performing this effect and mastering it to its full potential is taught. This handling
will become a favorite for you as you learn and watch a pro.  Don�t take this
effect lightly�little things can make a huge impact... IF you master them!

   $39

Ultimate Signed
Card In Envelope

A fabulous close-up routine�in a
different way!  A perfect routine for the
strolling magician!

This is a sleight-of-hand effect that involves NO
actual sleight-of-hand, but appears to take a lot
more skill than it does!

A freely selected card is signed, and then arrives
inside an envelope that has been resting in full
view on the table in front of the performer PRIOR
to the selection of the card.

�  No Palming.  � Envelope can be sealed.
�  The effect ends clean.  � Angle proof.
�  Automatically resets at the conclusion and is ready to repeat!
�  A professional routine that entertains and is easy to do.

Don�t miss this one�especially if you like card effects!  Not just a normal �take a
card effect�.

   A Bargain!        $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/six-card-deja-vu-nick-lewin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-signed-card-in-envelope-nick-lewin/
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Phoenix Watch
The performer exhibits a see-thru glass watch
(called a skeletal watch) containing random gears
and parts.  �What a deal!� he exclaims, �I got it
cheap, but it came with a little note � Some
Assembly Required!�  So saying, the performer
decides to use magic and wraps the watch in a
velvet-like drape, keeping the curved bow in view
and attaching a chain.  The watch is then handed
to a spectator.  From this moment on, the
performer never touches the watch.

The performer now lights his lighter and tosses
a bit of flame toward the watch.  Adding a few
carefully chosen incantations, the drape is
removed.  Incredible as it  may seem, the watch�
with all its components�has been perfectly
assembled and is now functioning perfectly!
Phoenix, rising from the ashes, the watch is
completely restored!

Comes complete with full instructions, routine,
patter and a one-year warranty.  Includes velvet
hank, gold-tone chain and beautiful gold-tone
skeletal watch delivered in a custom-velvet case.

 Available Again...$349

Viking Magic Presents...

Improved Badlands Bob
The performer displays a small walnut box with a die
sealed within. The Die can be seen through the clear
acrylic top. A wonderful and colorful story about
Badlands Bob begins to unfold.  Sadly, he lost his life
on the roll of this very die!

A spectator is asked to try and change the uppermost
number on the die by shaking the box, which he soon
finds is impossible. The performer then asks the
spectator to choose a number between 1 and 6.  �If you were Badlands Bob,
which number would you have chosen?�  The box is simply pushed toward the
spectator and lo and behold, the uppermost number now matches the spectator�s
selected number!

No switches�there is a hidden gimmick, but easily concealed.  Any number between
1 and 6 may be used�as there is no force.  Instantly resets and therefore is a great
walkaround effect.  Can be examined before and after effect.  Comes complete
with die, secret and instructions.  You�ll do this 10 minutes after receiving it.

 Back In-Stock!    $45
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Viking Winners!
Nu Way

Production Box
Max Suko is a classic performer who has a
keen mind when it comes to tweaking standard
effects.  His Nu Way Production Box is an
excellent example of out-of-the-box thinking!

The box has no secret openings, no trap doors,
no magnets, nothing that will lead a spectator
onto the clever secret.  Nothing is added or
taken away.  Yet, a borrowed watch, ring, wallet
can be vanished and somehow produced from

within the LOCKED chest.

The chest lid is secured by a flat brass plate, which is further locked by a small
padlock.  After the spectator�s watch is vanished, the chest is brought forward and
it is clearly seen that the chest is locked by virtue of the brass plate and lock.

The lock and brass plate are removed and the spectator is allowed to remove the
lid, only to find his missing item.  Clever new method.  Chest made of select
walnut hardwood, a plush velvet cushion lines the bottom of the chest; a brass
locking plate and brass lock.  Complete detailed instructions.  Box measures 5.5 x
5.5 x 5.25 inches.

Available Again...$125
Imperial Chop Bowl

Imperial Chop Bowl is made from a real
rice bowl�kiln-fired to bring out the beauty
of the Chinese red exterior with the ink-
black interior. The medallions are treated
with a grey paint powder to give a sense of
elegance.

The bowl is shown empty when, upon lifting
the bowl from the table, a small white ball
appears. This ball is placed in the
performer�s pocket, yet when the bowl is
lifted, the ball is seen to have returned. The
ball is now placed on top of the inverted
bowl and smacked down. The visible ball vanishes only to be found under the bowl.
There are many routines possible with the Chop Chop principle. Our instructions
give you an elegant routine to perform but you are free to change and add to the
routine as you see fit.

Our Imperial Chop Bowl set comes with elegant Chop Bowl, Chop Stick, white
balls and a final load. Complete with instructions.  Bowl measures: 4.5 inches wide
at the mouth x 2.75 inches high.

$75
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 Viking Gems
Percentage Die

We have sold a lot of loaded dice over the years�
some with magnets, some with mechanical inserts
and others weighted. Some of them sold for up to
$250 a set.  Now, we have found an economy
model that is pretty darn good!  All dice except
for magnetic, are called �percentage� dice because
they do just that�dramatically increase the
percentages that you will roll a given number.

We have personally tested these and when used as
directed, they work! They have also been called Mercury Dice, because back in the
ol� days cross-roaders would load them with mercury to weight them down.
IMPORTANT: This item comes with ONE die only.

$20
Palming Coins

These are Dollar-sized palming coins. Viking has spared
no expense in bringing the magic fraternity one of the
finest Palming Coins ever produced. A beautiful replica
of a Liberty Dollar.  Reeded edges for gripping; thin profile
so that you can stack them easily for productions.

Coins are made from zinc material, heavily plated in bright
nickel. This lightweight coin makes a very distinct and
loud sound when dropped into a coin pail. Their brightly
polished surface will reflect light so that the coins can be
seen even in the largest of auditoriums.

Note: Palming Coins sold by the dozen only. Each
set comes in a velveteen bag and each coin is individually
housed in a ziplock plastic coin bag.

$30
Stainless Steel Coin Clip

Viking�s Stainless Steel Coin Clip is designed to be
silent, smooth-working and versatile. This Coin Clip
will hold 6 Palming Coins, 4 US Half Dollars or 4 US
Silver Dollars. It will even hold billets and folded money.
There is a slight adjustment possible with our flex-steel
stainless so you may adjust the fit to hold foreign coins
as well.  Made of long-lasting stainless steel, felt lined to
eliminate �talking.� Also provided are two holes at the
back of the Coin Clip that will allow you to attach the
clip to a reel, pull or pendulum vanish.

Important: The Coin Clip does NOT come with any coins�it is sold separately.
$22
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Chazpro Presents...
Magnetic Spirit

Slates
This limited edition set of magnetic
spirit slates is handcrafted from quality
hardwoods by an expert artisan. The
natural finish highlights the wood�s
beautiful grains. The precision-
machined metal flap fits perfectly and
is easily transferred from the
nonmagnetic slate to the magnetic
one, thanks to beveled inner edges.

This set has a very limited run�maximum of 20.
The set includes two wooden slates�one magnetic,
the second nonmagnetic, one metal flap, custom
storage bag, chalk, instructions and Ray Hyman
routine.

These slates are generally used in a séance or spirit-
type performances�where a ghostly message

appears on slates that were previously shown blank!  (Your choice as to what
message you want to appear.)  Often the performer puts a piece of chalk between
two blank slates and when slates are shown again, a message has appeared.

We highly recommend these professional slates as we have looked for a long time
to find a high quality set�and these are it!  Regular price is $150.00.

Special Price...$120You Save $30,
While Supplies Last!

Jerry Andrus�
Parabox

Parabox by Jerry Andrus is one of
his more famous optical illusions.
Hold it at arm�s length and close one
eye. In a second or two, the concave
image of the crate will become
convex or dimensional. Also, when
you move the fingers holding the box,
it will seem to move independently.
A strange and wonderful optical
illusion.  Simply cut out the image, fold and tape, and you are ready to amaze
yourself and your friends.

Includes three (3) Paraboxes. Use for yourself, give one to a friend or
use one for a bookmark in your favorite Jerry Andrus book.

$10
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Harold Voit Exclusives
Super Mento Pad

This Super Mento Pad is one of the most
effective and affordable �Add A Number� effects
on the market. What makes this pad superb is
the fact that it (along with the �gaff�) looks so
innocent. You can perform this effect WITH
confidence!

The mentalist shows a prediction in an envelope
or on a board and sets it aside. He then passes
out the notebook and requests that different
spectators write down a 3 or 4-digit number on

the page, directly under each number in a column (see
photo). The fourth and final spectator is asked to total
up the columns.  When this person announces the total
of the columns, the performer then has his prediction

revealed�and it matches the spectator! Sweet and Simple!

Imported from Germany, Pad features a simple, yet very effective gaff that works
time after time. It has a very nice feel and secure weight. Why is this important?
Because when you throw it out to an audience member, you want to make sure it
gets there. Measurements are approximately 5.5-inches tall by 3.25 inches wide.
Features include one FREE paper refill (after which pads are available in any office
supply store). Pen is not included.  Comes with value added Satori routine!

Highly Recommended...$75
Liquid Stop

Liquid Stop is more than just another method for
stealing and producing a glass of any type of liquid.  It
enables you to carry a wine, beer or a champagne glass
filled with liquid SECURELY upon your person, in order
to produce it at any time you wish during your
performance.

Hundreds of these have been sold to working performers,
and Harold has solved the problems of carrying a glass
of liquid around during your shows or whenever you are
ready to produce it. You are able to bring out the glass
quickly with a single, simple, ONE HANDED MOVE!
Even better, this is unquestionably the most secure locking
system we have ever seen�so you can relax pre-
performance without concern for leakage, even when
moving or walking.

Comes complete with a special glass, but you can also use your own glass, as long
as the diameter is approximately the same.  The diameter of the glass shown is
1.5 inches wide and 7 inches tall.

 $55
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Mark Strivings� Exclusives

Symbol Minded
Read another person�s mind
anywhere, anytime and leave
written proof of your power!

Picture this... show a small stack
of cards, each bearing a picture
of an object, shape, geometrical
design, etc.  Photo cards are
mixed and spectator selects one.
You remove one of YOUR
business cards and write
something on the back of your card.  Spectator reveals what they are thinking and
turns over YOUR business card and finds it is the exact object they had selected
and was concentrating on!  Of course, they keep YOUR business card!

You get 32 individual design cards, which you use over and over along with 40
�Revelation Cards� similar to what is pictured in this ad that are blank on the
opposite side ready for your rubber stamp and a 10 up �master copy� of the
Revelation Cards, ready to take to your printer and put on the back of your next
batch of business cards. Mark�s top selling effect at Lectures!

$40

Sight Unseen Case
The hottest utility item in

decades!
You receive a business card case that
looks completely normal, but allows
invisible access from the outside to
the inside. It can be handled
completely normally and casually
and will not reveal its workings. It is
very low tech�so nothing can go
wrong. The access is built into the
design of the case and allows for
literally hundreds of effects and
applications. You can perform nail
(or boon) writing, pocket writing,

billet switches, loading and unloading billets, peeks and glimpses of written material,
double writing applications, as well as dozens of others that have yet to be discovered.

Your case comes with a 20 page booklet of some of Mark Strivings� handlings, as
well as descriptions of several techniques that will allow for any number of original
effects. Finally available again! Black only!

$65
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Best Of The Best
Meir Yedid�s

Walk On Water Book Test
While on stage you mention that you would
like to try an experiment in mind reading. You
pull out a bag from the local book store, rip it
open and remove two hardcover books. Select
a spectator. Have her verify that she has never
met you, and have her select one of the two
books (free choice). Have her look through the
book and tell you how many pages it has.  A
second spectator is now asked to name any
page number in the book (free choice). The first
spectator now turns to the selected page and

concentrates on the first word on that page.  You now read the spectator�s mind
and write down the word she is thinking of.  Ask her to yell out the word she is
thinking of, then show the audience the word you wrote. They match. It�s a
miracle.  But, it is not over yet. As an afterthought, have the spectator think of
the last word on that page. You can now proceed to dramatically spell out the
thought of word for a double miracle.

Comes complete with two special hard-cover books (Here On Earth:  A Natural
History Of The Planet and Worm: The First Digital World War) and an illustrated
instruction booklet.

It is quick, direct and easy to present...$75

Meir Yedid at Magic Live 2015

Empathy Book Test
Someone flicks through a book, reads in it and
remembers one of the words. You look at the
person and tell him without any detours what
he is thinking of in detail. Yes, you can tell
exactly the word he has in mind! This is the
book test in its purest and most direct form!

THE FACTS: You can present the effect alone
and under all possible conditions. Nothing has
to be forced, nothing is asked, nothing has been
written down. You don�t have to search for
individual letters.  The spectator opens the book at random, pages through it,
reads something and keeps any word that suits him in mind. In a word: He chooses
the word absolutely free!  There is no need to secretly glimpse any information�
the performer is able to stand widely apart from the spectator. And despite (perhaps
because of) the uniquely clear and fair procedure, you are able to present an
absolutely incredible mindreading.  You will need nothing else other than the book.
Your hands are empty during the whole performance. The handling will be mastered
perfectly after a short while. FREE International shipping!

   English Edition...$250
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Stevens Magic Presents...
X-Ray

Card Shoe
We at Stevens Magic Emporium have
sold gambling effects for many years
and there has been an up-tick lately
on these rare and expensive gaffed
devices. We are pleased to bring you
our version of this specially designed
�Card Dealing Shoe.�

This dealing shoe allows the operator
to identify the next card to come out
of the shoe. The advantage of this
version is that it doesn�t have any
electronics like the camera shoe, so
there are no batteries to be charged.
Plus, due to the �new� design, our
dealing shoe can now be completely
examined at the end and no one
would discover that the shoe is gaffed!

This poker 2-deck dealing shoe
measures approximately 4 inches

wide x 3.5 inches high x 8.7 inches deep�10cms wide, 8.5cms high and 22cms
deep and is completely hand-crafted from genuine teak. The shoe also has a heavy
solid brass roller with a fluid movement,
allowing easy dealing of your cards.

Please note that our gaffed
dealing shoe is being sold for
exhibition, entertainment and
demonstration purposes only.
The instructions will only teach you how
to operate the device and no actual
routine is provided.

Finally: You will also need two normal
decks of cards which are not supplied.

$235

YYYYYou mou mou mou mou must cust cust cust cust chechechechecheck outk outk outk outk out
our video to see thisour video to see thisour video to see thisour video to see thisour video to see this

item in action!!item in action!!item in action!!item in action!!item in action!!



PAYMENT METHOD:

!  MasterCard    ! Visa       ! Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com


Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Important�Don�t Miss Out!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME83116)SME83116)SME83116)SME83116)SME83116)

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires August 31, 2016

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME83116Coupon Code: SME83116Coupon Code: SME83116Coupon Code: SME83116Coupon Code: SME83116

FREE With Orders
Over $75!

Limited Quantities!
Desert Magic Seminar

Memorabilia
Here is a chance to pick up three unique
pieces of magic history from the longest
running annual convention in Las Vegas�
The Desert Magic Seminar

This set contains the DMS 1984 complimentary card deck featuring
some of the impressive talent that performed there. Also included is
the DMS 12th Poster featuring other magic celebrities in attendance
that year and finally the 15th Anniversary Coffee Cup.

Desert Magic Seminar was a magic convention in Las Vegas starting in 1978 and
organized by Joe Stevens of the Magic Emporium. It�s beginning started as The
Wichita Conclave in Kansas in 1975 until over the years it grew too large for the
town of Wichita. With the advice of Jay Marshall, the convention was moved to
Las Vegas to become the Desert Magic Seminar. After 20 years, it merged with
the World Magic Summit (which was held annually in Washington, DC) to become
the World Magic Seminar in 1999.
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Quality At Its Best!
Jay Mattioli Presents...

SANDZ
The Professional Performers

Complete Sands of  the Desert
Routine

For the first time, the classic Sands of
the Desert routine (AKA Hindu Sands)
released with EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO PERFORM THE EFFECT! This
timeless trick can be performed 3 to 203
feet away. Three martini glasses filled
with three vibrant colors of sand rests on
a table with a small pedestal, upon which
rests a large bowl filled with water.
Showing his hands empty, the magician

places them in the water, swirling the water around, causing the clear water to turn
black!  One by one, the magician pours each of the three colored sands into the
water. After all three sands are mixed, the magician reaches back into the swamp-
like water with his empty hand and pulls out each individual colored sand,
COMPLETELY DRY AND SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER. Finally, with a
swirl of the empty hands, the magician makes the black water turn back to clear!

� A DETAILED INSTRUCTIONAL DVD. � CUSTOM TABLE � MARTINI
GLASSES AND BOWL � BOWL PEDESTAL � SPECIALLY TREATED SAND.

$350
Performance

Pad
Reserved for the classiest of
performers�it�s much more
then just a close-up pad. It�s a
close-up �Stage!� One thing
people love is the fact that this
pad features a larger
performing area than a
normal pad�it�s 22 x 15
inches and the level top stands 1 inch tall. Included is a stiff, hard bottom,
which features five non-slip pads. It weighs in at just a tad over 4 pounds, so it�s
sturdy and solid.  The performing surface is neatly covered in exceptionally unique,
super soft plush velvet. Pad features rounded corners and is constructed of the finest
quality materials and could easily last for the remainder of your performing career.

IMPORTANT: Please specify colors: Black or Green. If no preference is listed,
the default color is BLACK. A true, quality item from David Martinez

$130
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Porper Paddle Magic

Money Paddle
It�s been said that �money talks.� Here�s a
trick that makes it multiply. Prove it by
acquiring three coins from your audience�
a penny, a nickel and a dime. At the end of
the trick, you�ll double their money�and
make an easy tip for yourself.

Paddle tricks are always great because they
are easy to carry and we all know that

money magic is a favorite of people everywhere. This product is manufactured in
the US by Illusion.Works (manufacturer of original Joe Porper Magic).

Limited Quantities...$50

Bird Cage Paddle
This is one of our favorites at Stevens Magic
called Bird Cage or Parrot Paddle. As is the
case with all Joe Porper�s paddles, they have
incredible attention to quality and detail.
Phenomenal mechanics and craftsmanship,
being offered at a great price. A perfect trick
that can be carried with you at all times.

First the paddle shows a Parrot on one side of
the paddle and an empty birdcage on the other
side. A flick and suddenly the Parrot is seen
INSIDE the cage (on both sides) and the paddle
can immediately be handed out for
examination.

Limited Quantities...$45
Color Spot Paddle

Incredible attention to quality and detail.
Phenomenal mechanics and craftsmanship,
being offered at a great price. A perfect
trick that can be carried with you at all
times.

A small paddle is shown by the magician
to have a red spot on both sides. After a
magical pass, the spot turns white on both
sides. One more pass and the paddle has a
blue spot on both sides� and it can be
handed out for examination!

Limited Quantities...$40
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Porper Paddle Magic
Red White Blue

Paddle
As is the case with all Joe�s paddles, they
have incredible attention to quality and
detail.  Phenomenal mechanics and
craftsmanship, being offered at a great
price. A perfect trick that can be carried
with you at all times.

A paddle is cleanly shown to have three
yellow spots on both sides (NO paddle
move)�one spot is covered and changes
to red (on both sides). Another then
changes to blue and then the last turns
white. Finally (you guessed it) the paddle
is given out for examination.

Limited Quantities...$50

Jumping Toothpick
Paddle

As is the case with all Joe�s paddles, they have
incredible attention to quality and detail.
Phenomenal mechanics and craftsmanship,
being offered at a great price. A perfect trick
that can be carried with you at all times.

Joe�s take on the classic jumping stick paddle.
It looks and plays like an all time classic with
one difference�you end clean and everything
may be examined! Precision craftsmanship
and Porper ingenuity combine to make a real
fooler.

Limited Quantities...$50

AAAAATTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!
We have a new website... SteSteSteSteStevvvvvensMaensMaensMaensMaensMagicgicgicgicgic.Global.Global.Global.Global.Global

Check it out - it has over 12,000
magical tricks, books, downloads and DVDs!
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Omar Ferret Exclusives
Cup And Coin

Visual Magic!
Incredible

craftsmanship!
As you would expect from the
name Omar Ferret. Omar�s
work reminds me of Auke
Van Dokkum, as it�s the same
high-quality craftsmanship,
and again just like Auke,
Omar also is a professional
performer�simply watching
this video demo will convey

that. This is a fantastic utility prop for close-up, parlor and especially for those
who enjoy coin magic. The unit is constructed by hand by Omar Ferret. The cup
does �all the work� for you! Think of the possibilities you can incorporate using
this custom crafted effect. Even better, the fact that these are made by hand�
means they will not be mass manufactured�which means you will have something
unique and special.

Dimensions: Each unit weighs 3.5 ounces. The mouth
measures 2 inches and it stands 2 1/8 inches tall. It comes
with the cup and special Eisenhower gimmick and additional
non-gimmicked Eisenhower Coin and velveteen bag.

Important Note: While no skill is needed since the cup does
all the work, this product is geared toward medium to advanced
coin workers, that have command of basic techniques.  It does
not come with any details regarding these techniques �again�
just like Auke Van Dokkum�s products.

Cup & Coin Only...$125
Cup & Coin Combo

Very Important. Same product as above, but this
one comes with the prop and the 63-page booklet
�The Modern Coin Cup by Doug Brewer.
Beautifully illustrated with sequential steps that
visually show you moves making learning a breeze!

Ten full routines�Shrinking Fluid, A Lesson In
Economics, The Magic Cauldron, The Magic Hand,
The Point Vanish, Silk Extraction, Surreal Copper/
Silver, The Appetizer Trick, Cup-Sembly and
Transporter.

Cup & Coin Combo...$140
Book Only...$15
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Boris Wild�s Marked
Deck & DVD Combo

On this DVD, Kirk Charles explores the workings
of a marked deck and demonstrates its use in
over 12 stunning tricks.  You will learn: Instantly
memorize the order of the entire deck.  Tell the
difference between black and red cards
(apparently by weight alone!)  Analyze a
spectator�s handwriting as if you were an expert
graphologist. And so much more!  In addition
to tricks, Kirk discusses the psychology behind
working with a marked deck and how to conceal
its presence from an audience.  As well as the
history and background of marked decks and
the development of modern marking systems
including the Boris Wild Marked Deck.  Years
of careful study and practice are laid bare on Miracles With A Marked Deck.

        Both For One Great Price...$35

Mental Predictions
Rocky Clements�
Final Answer

Imagine a prediction board you
can count on, allowing you to
concentrate solely on the
presentation and allowing the
product to work the magic for
you!

It goes like this�The audience
is asked to develop a story with
the details recorded on a single
chalkboard, in colored chalk by

the magician. Immediately after, the magician opens the upper door to reveal
that his prediction, written in white chalk, matches perfectly with the spectators�
freely chosen words. This is an entirely unique principle that eliminates the
drawbacks of every of prop of this nature.

No Force. No Double Writing. No Assistants. No Electronics. No �one ahead�.
No �loading� the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc. Just write the spectator�s
answers and the magic is done! The most direct and straightforward principle
possible. There is NO other effect in the world that can meet these standards!
Parlor Dimensions 18-inches tall by 12-inches wide by 1/5-inch thick.

Stage size also available, 20 x 30-inches (please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery).

Stage Size...$850       Parlor Size...$395
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Quality Utilities
Tango Ultimate Reel

Throughout the years, top quality reels have
been expensive and difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain.  The Tango
Ultimate Reel (T.U.R.), designed for
working professionals, is high quality,
affordable, dependable and designed for
quick and easy adjustment or replacement
of the thread.  Never again will you have to
get rid of your reel because the thread was
cut and it will take only minutes to be fixed.

T.U.R. was conceived as a reel to be used for many years.

The T.U.R. comes with a DVD that explains how to
quickly and easily take apart the reel to replace the
thread as well as instructions for visual and very
commercial routines that you can perform in close-
up, parlor and stage magic.

Tango is a name associated with the highest quality
craftsmanship, so if you are looking for a precision
tooled, dependable yet affordable reel, you want the
T.U.R.

        $120

Web Spinner Combo
Created by JoeJoe and presented by
Steve Fearson.  This gimmick and DVD
takes the fear out of invisible thread work.
Pop the Web Spinner in your pocket
and you are ready to levitate, animate and
suspend objects impromptu!

STRIP IT!  The Web Spinner turns the
tedious part of invisible thread work into
simplicity.  It almost strips the thread for
you.  SPOOL IT!  Functioning as a
spooler, the Web Spinner can release a
predetermined length of thread before
stopping and locks it in place.  And it does
this with no motors, no batteries and no elastic bands.  You can replace the thread
as easily as tying your shoelaces!  If you have given up thread because of frustration...
the Web Spinner will made you fall in love again.  If you need thread quickly, this
is the answer.  The DVD has a plethora of information and is a goldmine of
information.  See website for more information.

   Gimmick With DVD...$50
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Coins & More Coins
Split Coin

 aka Coin Thru Bill
This effect comes from TWO pros�Viktor Voitko
and Johnny Wong!  You can perform �many�
different effects with this coin including the popular
visual coin through the bag.

The audience sees two coins inside a small plastic
bag, a penny and a quarter.  The magician asks a
spectator to name aloud one of the two coins. In
this case the response is �penny.�  So the magicians
pulls the quarter�physically and visually for ALL
TO SEE�through the bottom of the bag, leaving
the penny.  He then hands the bag with the penny
to the spectator, but the funny thing is, there is no
hole in the bag?

Half Dollar Version:  The magician shows a half
dollar and bill only. The coin is placed on the center

of the bill and bill is folded in half. Spectators can check
and feel coin. The coin is really inside the bill. You
touch your empty fingers to the center of the bill and
coin penetrates through center of the bill! You bring
the coin to the center of the bill and the coin penetrates
back inside the bill in the same manner as before! You
take coin from the bill and you give to spectator for
checking. Unfold the bill. It is intact. You return it to
spectator. You have empty hands, and spectators can

examine everything! Comes complete with instructional DVD, gimmicked Coin
and a practice bill.

Split Quarter...$45         Split Half  Dollar...$50

Double Face Super
Triple Coin

This coin is the perfect upgrade to coin gimmicks. It
enables any performer to perform at their highest level
of magic by only using simple and basic skills.

The DVD includes previous instructions from Super
Triple Coin and Johnny Wong�s brand new illusion
routine. Double Face Super Triple Coin has
countless magic effects�it is the best gimmick with which to improve one�s coin
magic skill. Routines on DVD are listed on the Website.  There are 2
versions of this great coin: Eisenhower and Half Dollar!

       Eisenhower...$129    Half  Dollar...$90
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Inexplicable
There is a SINGLE card in an UN-GIMMICKED envelope.
Spectator is asked to deal cards �face-up� from a regular
deck.  They continue to do so, until they get the urge or
feeling to �stop!�  They can stop wherever and whenever
they want.  Totally up to their preference.  When they
decide to stop dealing�the card they stopped on�
Matches Your Prediction!  There are no sleights, no
switches and instantly resets.

This fresh take at the �open prediction� will leave wise
ones scratching their heads! Yet, the ingenious method is sheer simplicity!
Everything you need to perform this miracle is included. Use your own ordinary
deck!  It is so much fun, so easy to perform, and truly devastating!

$20

Card-Toon
Dan Harlan�s world famous deck!  Quite possible,
the most charming and entertaining card effect ever
invented.  Thousands have been sold!  Easy to do and
self-working.

The little stick man finds the spectator�s card in clever,
visual way!

Golden Oldie...$15

Criminal Intent
aka CSI Card

A card is selected, returned to the deck and shuffled.
Magician is now the Forensic Detective�he explains
how this card will be located using �technologies of
forensic science!�  Spectator selects one card and
their DNA/finger prints are now somewhere on the
card.  Cards are spread face down and magician
proceeds to take out a miniature UV light.  Like a
crime detective, he takes the UV light and fans out
over the spread cards, looking for DNA/finger prints
of the spectator!  �Lo & Behold,� the UV lights up
and is passed over the cards, little white spots light

up, and the UV light suddenly illuminates a �Finger Print� on the back of
the card!  The finger print glows under the UV light.  When it�s turned
over, it is confirmed to be the spectator�s chosen card.  This finger print cannot be
seen with the naked eye!  The rest of the deck can be examined too.  Comes
complete with two special cards and UV light.

$15

Different Types Of Card Tricks
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Michael Close�s
Dollar Bill

Available Again!
A dollar bill is folded inside a playing card
and a toothpick stuck through both.
Unbelievably, the bill is pulled back and forth
through the toothpick!  When the toothpick
is removed, the bill has no tears or holes!

No skill required.  Comes complete with
dollar bill, cards, toothpick, plastic wallet and
routine.

 $20

Mismade
Dollar Bill

The magician borrows a dollar bill and
shows both sides. He then shows both
hands empty. (Except for the borrowed
bill, of course!) The bill is folded in half
and then in half again.

With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded, and has transformed into a �mismade�
bill. The �mismade� bill is refolded and changed back to its original form and then
returned to the spectator.

$12.50
Confusing George

The Five $1 Bill Illusion
Pull out five $1 bills and count them in front of the
spectators, turning every other one over as you count
them! So you have some upside down and a couple
right side up! That�s it. Flick them...Shake them...Blow
on them...Turn them over and all of the bills are now
face up! Yep, that�s right�you mix them and still they
correct themselves. �Old George� is magical and
confusing for sure! No false counts or sleights! An
excellent effect for walk around or close-up! Comes
complete with instructions.

(Includes 4 Real Dollar Bills) $20

Classic Money Tricks!
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Historical, Supreme Magic
Malini And His Magic

By Dai Vernon
Edited By Lewis Ganson

Malini And His Magic contains the life of magic's most
extraordinary entertainers. Dai Vernon & Lewis Ganson
came together to write this enticing biography. This rare
book contains fully detailed explanations of
Malini's magic that was performed
throughout his character.

Max Malini performed privately and
publicly before Kings, Queens, Heads
of State as well as the �Rich &

Famous� of his time. He was constantly in
great demand.

Some of Malini's best tricks are explained,
including, Bill To Lemon, Egg Bag, Card From
Mouth, not to mention the legendary Coin Game. Vanishes, Billets,
Peek Force, and of course, his legendary appearance of a Block
of Ice! Plus much, much more!   Book has 107 pages and is fully
illustrated.  Out of print!

 $30
McComb�s Magic

25 Years Wiser
By Billy McComb

McComb's Magic...25 Years Wiser is arguably a
collection of Billy's best work. This is not a reprint, but
the original work. Stand-up, Close-up, Stage and
Mentalism, theory, how to put an act together, it's all
here.

Here is a small example of some of the many effects
taught in this very rare book:  Egg In

Magazine, Chop Cups, Sawing In
Half (Lengthwise), Telephone

Directory Test, Card to Wallet, Thumb
Tie, A Complete Magic Fishing Act,
Chinese Sticks, Himber Ring, and
much, much more!

Book is hardcover and has 184
Pages - lots of content! Out of
print!

 $45
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Historical, Supreme Magic
13 Steps To
Mentalism

By Tony Corinda
Tony Corinda's 13 Steps To
Mentalism has been considered the
Bible of Mental Magic by Mentalists
and Magicians all over the world.

Written by Tony Corinda, he details
subjects in the book such as: swami
gimmicks, predictions, living and dead
tests, mental tricks with cards,
slates, billets, publicity stunts,
clipboards, blindfolds, holdouts,

impression devices, chair routines, Q&A acts, stage, close-
up, mediumistic stunts, plus much, much more!

Book has 424 pages and is fully illustrated.  Limited supply!
Out of print!

$27
Dai Vernon�s

More Inner Secrets
Of  Card Magic
By Lewis Ganson

This is the original Supreme Magic Edition of Dai
Vernon's More Inner Secrets of Card Magic. It is
the second book in the Inner Card Secrets Trilogy. There
are 12 chapters in this groundbreaking, hardbound book,
containing some of the greatest card magic in existence.

Contents include: Twisting the Aces, Think of a Card,
Oil & Water, McDonald's Ace Routine, The Notis Cascade
Flourish, Manipulation with Cards, Magic with the Riffle
Shuffle, Crimps, Cards to Pocket, Forcing Cards, The
Trick that Cannot be Explained and Vernon Touches (Glide,

Buckle Count and Push-off Count).
This book is an absolute MUST for
any card worker.

Book has 88 pages and fully illustated.
Out of print, limited supply!

$30
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Nick Lewin�s Masterpieces
Cruise Magic 101

By Nick Lewin
How To Make A Great Living Performing

Magic On Cruise Ships
Sound too good to be true?  Well not when you have
read these tips!  Secrets and information in this truly
ground-breaking book will show you how!

After 40 years of performing, Nick has become one
of the highest paid and highly regarded performers in
this lucrative market!  From A-Z Nick covers the
topics that will get you into the Cruising
Industry. From getting
bookings, getting to your
ship and what to do when

you get there.  The tips and techniques and solid
information are a �Gold Mine� for those aspiring to enter
into the Cruise Business.

An encyclopedia of information in the 68 pages of this
book. Ten chapters of information that you will
enjoy, even if you do not aspire to perform on
cruise ships!

Book...$25
Nick Lewin�s

Ultimate Slow Motion
Newspaper Tear

Truly A Classic Effect In The Magic World!
Nick�s version is clear cut and can be performed in
any venue!  It is a clear-cut effect that can be performed
for any size audience, and it can be presented silently
or as a talk item.

This version has been created and based on
the brilliant Alex Elmsley Tear.  The presentation
has been re-thought to add a much bigger punch to
the effect.

This DVD teaches exactly how to prepare and present the effect.  Thirty plus
years of actual performing experience have made Nick�s handling of this effect the
�Ultimate� in audience reaction.  Nick closes every show with this effect and has
learned how to make it look like one of the closest things to real magic you will
ever witness.  Now he teaches you to do the same!

A big bargain that will play BIG for you!               DVD...$35
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Nick Lewin�s DVDs
Ultimate Cards Across

The Cards Across is fine magic that has been a hit in
many magicians� show. However, visibility has never been
its strongest point. This version has deconstructed the
effect and arrived at the most visual Cards Across
possible�the punch of having red cards pass into a blue
packet  makes this an outstandingly visual piece of magic.

This is a comprehensive DVD explaining the effect and
giving ideas for its presentation, but no performance.
Use your own imagination to sell the ingenious
methodology for this classic effect! Catch Nick's lecture
to see his personal handling.

This effect comes complete with the special Bicycle cards, DVD instructions and all
the other props needed for you to be able to add this effect to your show  immediately.

DVD & Gimmicks...$60

Ultimate Multiplying Bottles
The Multiplying Bottles is one of the finest pieces of visual
magic that a magician can perform for an audience.  It�s
fast, funny, flashy and big enough to be effective in any
venue.  Whether you already perform this effect or wish
to add it to your show, this DVD will prove invaluable to
you!

Nick learned this routine, personally, from the late Ken
Brooke in 1966 and he has closed shows with it for nearly
50 years. The routine is fully explained, but the rhythms
and subtleties Nick shares will prove to be invaluable to
any performer wishing to master this effect! The DVD is
very detailed and thorough and is virtually a masterclass
in commerical magic!

$35

20-2-10
This DVD is an incredibily powerful money trick from
Nick�s show.  It involves a really strong double effect
that happens quickly and yet still has time for plenty of
big laughs along the way.  The props fit in your pocket
without leaving a single bulge�the ultimate in pack flat
and play big!  The trick can be performed close-up or in
full-sized theatres.  Not only is this a great stand alone
effect, but the DVD contains a host of valuable
information on how to sell small magic in a big way!

$30
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Truly Magical
Finn Jon�s
Legacy

He is also without question a Master of Levitation. No
one knows more about levitating, animating or suspending
objects in the air than Finn.  On this DVD set, he reveals
all, including his marvelous Floating Sphere and a gimmick
he has kept secret for 50 years. Finn also explains the
magic that has taken him around the world as a
professional entertainer, everything from close up miracles
to stage wonders. Masterpieces of illusion from one of
magic�s most inventive performers.

Disc 1:  THE ACT�Live Show Featuring: Smoking Fingers, Bubble Cigar
and Floating Sphere.

Disc 2:  ANIMATIONS�Lightning Bolt, Spinning Card, Floating Cork and
Esoteric.

Disc 3: CLOSE-UP CREATIONS�Mentalism, Card To Wallet and 3 Bills
Repeat.

Disc 4: STAGE SORCERY�Bubbles, Ball Manipulations, Boomerang Card
and Brainwave 2.0.

4-DVD Set...$125Lukas & Seol Park�s
Sleeving

2-DVD Set With FREE Bonus Book
The definitive project on Sleeving for Close-Up or Stage!
From Classic Techniques to Modern evolution! It�s all
contained within this 2-DVD set. Everything you need to
know about sleeving.

JL Magic has produced an incredible project that is the
definitive authority on Sleeving. Sleeving can be considered
the closest thing to real magic that can be performed! What
makes this product even more amazing? It features two
contemporary award-winning magicians Lukas and Seol Park.

Lukas:  Lukas of Wonder, Déjà vu, Ball Sequence for FISM
ASIA and Four Ball Routine�Color.

Seol Park: sPENbound, Cups & Balls With Straw, ON & NO,
Bill in Pen and FISM Semi Version Cup, Ball, & Pen.

Contains detailed lectures, interviews, instructions for both
sleights and gimmicks.  Starting with basic routines and moving up to professional
routines.  Focuses on �sequences� and basic sleights.

2-DVD Set Plus Bonus Book!               $80
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